Ace Your Archiving Audits & Make Data FAIR

Information Lifecycle Management
100% Regulatory Compliance, Retrieval & Reuse

Allotrope Connect
Jack Karabees
25 Years of Customer Needs Spoke:

- Single, Scalable, Uniform Archival Standard Across Your Enterprise
  - For Structured and Non-Structured Data
- FDA, EMA & CFDA & CDSCO-Compliant Data Consistency / Integrity
- Need to Substantially Reduce:
  - Archiving Data Costs
  - Managing Legacy Data
  - Integration Complexity
  - Data Management / Stewardship / System Maintenance
- Make Data Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Ready for Reuse
Leverage Your Investment in Archiving for Data Analytics

Turn obligations into opportunities

 пациент

CURRENT DATA PRESERVATION METHODS ARE STALE

• Data is NOT Information and Information is NOT Knowledge
• Think Beyond the Silo, as Archiving is Central to the Information Life Cycle!

REAL CHANGE IS CULTURE CHANGE

• Don’t “Entomb” Your Data – Embrace It!

IT IS TIME TO RETHINK YOUR APPORACH TO DATA PRESERVATION

• Enabled by your input we have created a data preservation platform for the future!

Great companies start because the founders want to change the world... not make a fast buck. - Guy Kawasaki
Introducing ZONTAL Space: The Future of Data Preservation

While others still talk about Data as an Asset, we have the solution to live Data as an Asset

Three Conditions for Data as an Asset:

1. You have a real asset management system!

2. You can actually use your archives & data to capitalize on the value!

3. It is on your balance sheet!
Platform Concept

Translational Sciences
Regulatory Affairs
Product Supply
Pharmaco Vigilance
...

Business Applications

Platform
Archiving as a Platform

Infrastructure
Networking, Storage, Servers, Virtualization, Operating System
ZONTAL Space – The Scalable Enterprise Solution

SCALABLE THROUGH EVERY SOURCE

- Use the modules that you need to get your data ready for archive

SCALABLE THROUGH EVERY GEOGRAPHY

- Platform accessible from anywhere

SCALABLE FOR EVERY FUTURE USE CASE

- Connect analytical tools

---

CDS
ELN
LIMS

ZONTAL Space Enterprise Platform

Lab Automation
Visual Analytics
Machine Learning / AI

e tc.
Connecting Data in Archives to Data Analytics
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Manage Information Lifecycle

Reuse

Reference & Master Data Management
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Connecting Data in Archives to Data Analytics
Connecting Data in Archives to Data Analytics
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